Learning, like any phenotypic trait, is expected to evolve under natural selection. A prerequisite for evolutionary change is heritable variation in learning in natural populations. It is customary in evolutionary biology to think of genetic variation in a complex trait such as learning ability in terms of a so-called “bell curve” or normal distribution (1) (Fig. 1). Most individuals are average at learning, although some may be very good and some very bad. Such a pattern of variation, if it has a genetic basis, would involve the action of multiple, probably many, genes each making a small contribution to variation in learning ability. Consistent with this view, decades of research on learning mutants of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster have characterized a large number of genetic loci involved in learning and memory (2, 3). Likewise, results of artificial selection on lines derived from natural populations of Drosophila (4) as well as quantitative genetic studies of other organisms [e.g., honey bees (5)] are all suggestive of a pattern of continuous genetic variation in learning and memory. In a recent issue of PNAS, work reported by Mery et al. (6) suggests that learning and memory in D. melanogaster in nature may be distributed quite differently, specifically as distinct types defined primarily by allelic variants of a single gene (Fig. 1). Their findings provide the first clear-cut evidence in non-human animals of a naturally occurring genetic polymorphism in learning and memory.

In documenting the learning polymorphism, Mery et al. (6) took advantage of a well established, naturally occurring genetic polymorphism at the foraging (for) locus in D. melanogaster. The for gene has been studied by Sokolowski and colleagues (7) for almost three decades and has long been associated with behavioral differences. The gene is characterized by two alleles, forA, which is dominant and which specifies a “rover” phenotype, and forS, which specifies a “sitter” phenotype. The terms “rover” and “sitter” refer to the pattern of food foraging behavior by larvae, with rover larvae moving more within and between food patches than do sitters (7, 8). In nature, the frequencies of the two phenotypes are ~70% rovers and ~30% sitters (7, 9).

The for gene encodes a cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) (10), with rovers expressing higher levels of PKG. PKG affects a large suite of cell processes in both vertebrates and invertebrates (11–13) and has many putative functions including, in vertebrates, a possible role in learning and memory (11). Mery et al. (6) have shown that the rover–sitter polymorphism in PKG expression is indeed associated with differences in associative learning. Rover adults trained to avoid an odor in association with a mechanical shock exhibited a short-term performance in learning assays that was superior to that of sitters. This difference in short-term learning persisted even when forS was placed against a rover genetic background, isolating the for gene as the cause of these differences. Further evidence of this gene’s role in learning was obtained at the level of the fly’s brain. Immunostaining indicated that the for gene was strongly expressed in Drosophila mushroom bodies, regions of the brain that have been shown to be important in olfactory learning in Drosophila (2, 14). Finally, to determine whether PKG activity in the mushroom bodies might underlie differences in learning and memory between rover and sitter flies, PKG expression was experimentally up-regulated in the mushroom bodies of sitter flies. As predicted, the manipulated flies showed enhanced short-term performance in the odor-avoidance learning task.

The for gene is a candidate gene for the genetic dissection of foraging behavior, with orthologs occurring in other species, such as nematodes and honey bees, that have similar functions (15, 16). It is thus not unreasonable to expect that these genes and their PKG products could play similar roles in learning and memory in animals other than Drosophila, perhaps even humans. Does this mean that we should initiate a quest to enhance production of PKG in humans in the interest of promoting our own learning performance? Based on a second, particularly intriguing result of the behavioral assays of Mery et al. (6), the answer is “perhaps not.” Despite the reduced short-term learning in sitter flies, Mery et al. found that these flies expressed a greater, not lesser, avoidance of the conditioned odor 24 h after spaced training, reflective of superior long-term memory (LTM). In other words, rover genotypes learned faster but forgot sooner. As with the difference in short-term learning, the difference in LTM is linked to differences in mushroom body PKG activity.

Mery et al. (6) argue that the remarkable inverse relationship between short-term learning, on one hand, and LTM, on the other, may be an evolutionary consequence of the different lifestyles of rovers and sitters. Rover adults, being on the move more, may be more likely to encounter new environments (say, a different species of fruit) and thus might benefit by learning rapidly how to behave in these new environments (17). The faster rovers learn, the more beneficial that learning will be before rovers shift to yet another environment and have to learn anew.

Sitters, which are likely to remain in the same environment for a long time, would benefit particularly strongly from a highly durable LTM (18). But why, one might ask, is the LTM of rovers not equally durable? Would rovers not also benefit by having as stable a memory as possible? The answer is likely to be “no.” Holding on to obsolete memories may be costly in a number of ways. First, foraging theory suggests that forgetting may be beneficial for individuals such as rovers, which experience rapid environmental change (19). Recall of an outdated memory in a novel environment may elicit behavior that is mismatched to current conditions, which may result in reduced fitness. Moreover, old memories may interfere with the formation and recall of new, more relevant ones (20, 21). Finally, memory may incur “maintenance costs” in terms of neural tissue that ought not to be borne once.
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stored information becomes obsolete (22). In other words, some degree of forgetting is likely to be adaptive in an ever-changing environment and so rovers, because they are presumed to change environments more frequently, should forget more readily than sitters.

The question could also be asked, might sitters not also benefit by short-term learning and memory that is as potent as that of rovers? Here, the answer would seem to be “yes.” So long as sitters benefit by learning at all, it would be best to learn maximally rapidly. The fact that sitters showed poorer short-term learning than rovers suggests that there may be an intrinsic physiological tradeoff associated with short-term learning and LTM. Tradeoffs in learning or memory may not be uncommon; in recent work on rat hippocampus, inhibition of long-term memory via suppression of neurogenesis was shown to improve some measures of working memory (23). We suggest that physiologically based learning/memory tradeoffs will be important to consider when making inferences about the evolution of learning.

One of the most exciting future directions in which the Drosophila work might be taken relates to the evolutionary forces that maintain the for polymorphism in learning and memory. This will not be an easy direction to take because an understanding of the factors that maintain the for polymorphism in learning and memory is complicated by the manifold effects of the for locus on fly behavior. In the years since the rover–sitter differences in larval movement were first described, numerous other attributes, including adult traits, have been shown to vary at this locus (Table 1). Rover larvae pupate off fruit and in the soil, whereas sitters tend to pupate on fruit (24). Adult rovers move farther after imbibing a drop of sucrose solution, have higher sucrose sensitivity, and habituate to sucrose more slowly than do adult sitters (25). Finally, rovers habituate more slowly in assays of the giant fiber jump-and-flight escape response (26). In the jargon of geneticists, the for gene exerts strongly pleiotropic effects on behavior and other traits.

Strong pleiotropy at the for locus in Drosophila has important implications for the evolution of each trait, including learning, under directional selection. If the pattern of selection on other traits is congruent with selection on learning (in other words, if selection on all traits including learning favors the same directional change in PKG), then learning, as affected by PKG, will evolve more rapidly toward its optimum value than it would in the absence of pleiotropy. If the pattern of selection on other traits opposes selection on learning, then the outcome is more uncertain. Depending on the relative intensities of selection on the traits involved, learning, as influenced by PKG, may evolve more slowly toward its optimum, may not evolve at all, or may evolve further away from its optimum (27).

In the view of Mery et al. (6), the values of behavioral traits encoded by each for allele are coadapted in D. melanogaster. Selection apparently favors a high PKG level that defines one set of states for the various foraging traits involved while simultaneously favoring a low PKG level defining a distinctly different set of states. Intermediate PKG levels defining intermediate states in the various foraging traits, including learning and memory, are presumably disfavored by selection, resulting in a complex foraging polymorphism. In D. melanogaster, a suite of foraging traits, including learning and memory, thus appears to be evolving as a polymorphic behavioral syndrome (28).

Mery et al. (6) have opened the door for future work on ecologically relevant genetic variation in learning. First, although this work has highlighted the importance of one gene, there are hundreds of genes known to be involved in learning and behavior in Drosophila (2, 3, 29, 30). Future research may consider the role of “keystone” regulatory genes with large pleiotropic effects, relative to other genes, in the evolution of learning in Drosophila and other species. Second, given the large body of laboratory work on learning in model systems such as Drosophila, the time seems ripe for studies of the relative fitnesses of alternative learning genotypes under natural conditions (31). Understanding of the true significance of genetic variation in learning on evolutionary change will benefit greatly from in situ studies of natural populations. Drosophilid’s small size, rapid dispersal abilities, and propensity to colonize ephemeral habitats present distinct challenges for such studies from a behavioral ecology standpoint (however, see refs. 32 and 33). A candidate gene approach (16) in which the study of genetic variation in PKG and learning is extended from Drosophila to other, more ecologically tractable organisms, such as honey bees, butterflies, parasitic wasps, and perhaps even mice and birds, may provide a fruitful avenue of future research on the evolution of learning.